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Available online xxxxSpeed is at the core of the road safety problem and speed management is a tool for road safety. Speed limits that
are more credible are supposed to encourage drivers to comply with speed limits, with consequent beneﬁts for
road safety. Credible speed limit has been found to be affected by the features of the road surroundings in previ-
ous research. This study investigated, by using a questionnaire, whether or not the current legal speed limit is
credible on a variety of current UK road environments and what the difference is between the proposed speed
limit and the chosen, self-reported driving speed. The survey result revealed that road layout and the roadside
environment affected the intrinsic perception of choice of speed and speed limit. Chosen speed limit and
proposed speed are not identical but are related with each other. The higher the speed limit drivers perceived,
the higher speed they tended to drive.
CrownCopyright © 2019 International Association of Trafﬁc and Safety Sciences. Production and hosting by Elsevier
Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Keywords:
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Vision Zero/Safe Systemhas a long-termgoal for road trafﬁc systems
which is ultimately to be free from death and serious injury through the
interaction of safe speeds, safe roads and roadsides and safe vehicles [1].
This target can be achieved in part by effective speed management.
Speed management is a central part of safe system such that speed
must be limited to a level commensurate with the inherent safety of
the road system [2]. Speed is a risk contributing factor to the occurrence
of a signiﬁcant number of road accidents and the consequences of acci-
dents generally increase with increasing speeds [3]. Setting speed limit
aims at regulating the maximum speed at which vehicles operated on
public roads in keepingwith the overall strategy for speedmanagement
[4], especially for those who violate speed limit rules and endanger
others.
The factors that inﬂuence a driver's choice of speed has been well
established. Based on the literature, various road layouts and roadside
environmental factors, such as the number of lanes, curved roads and
urban roads with the potential for conﬂict between vehicle drivers
and vulnerable road users, are shown to affect speed choice [5–7].O.M.J.Carsten@its.leeds.ac.uk
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05.003Higher speeds are chosen on roads which are wide, have an emergency
lane, few bends, a smooth surface, clear roadmarkings, few buildings or
little vegetation, all of which facilitate following the road's course
[4,5,8]. External circumstances such as road geometry and engineering
elements have a key inﬂuence on drivers' speed choice. For example,
the ‘self-explaining’ road (SER) provides a safe behaviour guide simply
through its road layout and roadside environment design [9]. Weller
and Dietze [10] show that, in the SER approach, the road layout and
roadside environment (e.g. road markings and road width) play vital
roles in inﬂuencing driving behaviour. Driver's intrinsic cognition, with-
out speed limit signs, results in an individual's driving speed perception
depending only on the road layout and the subjective risk.
There is limited literature on speed limit credibility. Previous litera-
ture shows that various features inﬂuenced the credibility of the
80 km/h speed limit on rural roads in the Netherlands where right-
hand drive is adapted on Dutch roads. These features can be
summarised as follows: the road width, the presence or absence of a
bend, the view ahead, the view to the right, the clarity of the situation,
the presence or absence of buildings, and the presence or absence of
trees on the right [5]. In terms of speed limit credibility deﬁnition,
SWOV [11] reports that a credible speed limit is a limit that matches
the image which is evoked by the road and the trafﬁc situation.
Goldenbeld and van Schagen [5], Aarts et al. [12], and van Nes et al.
[13] claim that certain speciﬁc road and environment combination fea-
tures inﬂuence the credibility of the speed limit. In this research, credi-
ble speed limits are deﬁned as the speed limits which are accepted by
most drivers (over 50% of the respondent drivers) without the need of
enforcement in a given road layout. If most drivers have a commonlyoduction and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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that limit, it can be assumed that the speed limit is credible for the
road environment and drivers are compliant with the speed limit. So
far, no studies have examined the effect of road layout and the roadside
environment on speed limit credibility or speed on various UK road
types.
Demographic characteristics inﬂuence a driver's choice of speed and
tendency for accidents. The Department for Transport [14] show that
22% of personal injury road accidents involve at least one young car
driver aged 17 to 24. Rolls and Ingham [15] indicate a number of factors
which might explain the differences in driver behaviour and perfor-
mance in younger male groups (17–25 years old). To be speciﬁc, previ-
ous literature [16–18] shows that young male drivers and high
sensation seekers prefer higher speed than their counterparts. Young
drivers are less competent at scanning thedetails of thedriving environ-
ment for road safety than older drivers' deﬁned as from 56 to 71 years
[19]. Young drivers with only a few years of driving experience have a
higher tendency for accidents. 20% of drivers aged 17–20 have an
‘own fault’ accident per year, while for drivers aged 31–40 the ﬁgure
is 4.5% [15]. Demographic features affecting a driver's perception of
speed limit need to be investigated.
2. Study aims
The present study aims to investigate whether the current speed
limits are credible or not on UK roads by evaluating road layouts and
roadside environments, focusing on rural motorways, urban motor-
ways, rural single carriageways and urban roads.
The main objectives are:
• To investigate how road layout and the roadside environment affect
the credible speed limit, and speed limit compliance.
• To investigate the difference between perceived safe speed limit and
proposed choice of speed.
• To investigate how demographic characteristics inﬂuence a driver's
perception of speed limit.
3. Method
3.1. Questionnaire design
To answer the question of how road environment affects credible
speed limit, compliance with the speed limit, and the relationship be-
tween speed limit credibility and compliance, a questionnaire survey
was used as they were easy to manipulate, relatively low cost and
easy to administer.
A questionnaire was used to get drivers' responses to the perception
of speed limit credibility and the perception of speed choice. The follow-
ing road characteristics were included in the analysis: rural motorways
with various numbers of lanes, urban motorways, rural roads with or
without curves, urban roads in a residential area with or without vul-
nerable road users. The lane width was 3.65 m across UK roads. Other
factors, such as road radius, elevation, sight distance, friction and so on
are not taken into consideration. Each factor, for a speciﬁc road environ-
ment, affects the speed limit credibility on:
• Rural motorway – 2 lane/3 lane/4 lane
• Urban motorway
• Rural single carriageway – presence of curve /absence of curve
• Urban road – presence of vulnerable roadusers /absence of vulnerable
road users
The posted speed limit sign was erased for each road scene. Gener-
ally, the licenced drivers were expected to know the speed limit for
each type of road, even if there are no signs presented. The legal speed
limits posted on these roads in reality are:Please cite this article as: Y. Yao, O. Carsten and D. Hibberd, A close examin
search, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iatssr.2019.05.003• Rural Motorway: 70 mph
• Urban Motorway: 40 mph
• Rural single carriageway: 60 mph
• Urban road: 30 mphAs shown in Fig. 1, all the pictures were of real roads near Leeds, the
A1(M), A64(M), A64, A59 and B6160. All the pictures in the question-
naire were taken from the perspective of a driver's line of sight in low
trafﬁc ﬂow conditions. There were no speed limit signs or trafﬁc signs
visible on the pictures, as the speed limit signs could inﬂuence drivers'
speed choice and speed limit choice. As the road pictures were static,
the drivers were asked at what speed they would drive. West et al.
[20] indicate that observed speeds are in accordance with drivers' self-
report driving speed, which is validated for this study. The pictures
were reduced in size to 9.00 cm × 6.75 cm followed by two questions
for the respondent to read, which were based on similar credibility re-
search from Goldenbeld and van Schagen [5]. The two questions were:
1. If therewas no speed limit, how fastwould you drive on the road sec-
tion shown?
2. What speed limit do you think would be safe here? choose one
?10?20?30?40?50?60?70?80
Proposed driving speed and perceived safe speed limit can be gener-
ated from the above two questions. The two answers can be compared
with legal speed limit and can be compared with each other separately.
3.2. Participants
Convenience sampling was used to ﬁnd respondents amongst local
drivers. Convenience sampling (also known as availability sampling)
is a speciﬁc type of non-probability sampling method that relies on
data collection from population members who are conveniently avail-
able to participate in the study [21]. 100 sample size meet the need
for statistical test.
The demographic characteristics of the respondents are shown in
Table 1. This approach to sampling allows for recruitment of a represen-
tative sample of the UK driving population. The 100-sample gender and
age distribution was referred to UK drivers' demographic characteristic.
3.3. Procedure
The survey was conducted on weekdays outside Woodhouse Lane
car park. The questionnaires were distributed to drivers randomly. The
surveyor stopped passing by drivers and asked them whether they
would like to take part in the questionnaire. The response rate was
about 10%, due to most drivers being in a rush or not wanting to be dis-
turbed. When the sample size reached 100, the surveyor stopped
collecting data. Undertaking the questionnaire for the road survey in-
volved presenting the questions on colour printed A4 paper. The ques-
tionnaire could be completed within 3 min. For each scenario, the
respondents were asked to make an assessment of the speed limit and
how they might react faced with the particular driving conditions
depicted. It should be noted that these questions relied on the drivers
self-reporting speed theywould drive at, rather than any objectivemea-
surement of speed. The respondents were also asked about gender, age,
how long it had been since they passed their driving test and howmany
speeding tickets they had received in the past 3 years. Whether atten-
dance at a speed awareness course was not taken into consideration.
3.4. Statistical analysis
Descriptive analysis [22,23] was used to measure proposed driving
speed and perceived safe speed limit characteristics. For the preferred
choice of speed, the response could be any numerical value. Mean, me-
dian, standard deviation and 85th percentile of speed interpreted theation of speed limit credibility and compliance on UK roads, IATSS Re-
Fig. 1. Eight road scenes for questionnaire study.
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choice of safe speed limit, the response could be selected from a scale
ranging from 10 mph to 80 mph in increments of 10 mph. The modeTable 1
100-sample driving licence holders: distribution by gender and age.
Gender Number Percentage Age Number Percentage
Male 52 52% 17–20 9 9%
Female 48 48% 21–30 27 27%
31–40 21 21%
41–50 19 19%
51–60 22 22%
61–70 2 2%
Please cite this article as: Y. Yao, O. Carsten and D. Hibberd, A close examin
search, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iatssr.2019.05.003value was more valuable to evaluate the common choice of speed
limit, denoted by the credible speed limit.
The t-test can be used to determine if two sets of data are sig-
niﬁcantly different from each other [24]. A one-sample t-test was
run to determine whether the proposed driving speed was differ-
ent from legal speed limit, deﬁned as 70 mph for rural motorways,
40 mph for urban motorways, 60 mph for rural single carriage-
ways, and 30 mph for urban roads. Independent two-sample
t-test was also used to test whether two independent subgroups
were signiﬁcantly different from each other in terms of perceived
speed limit and proposed driving speed. For more than two groups,
one-way ANOVA was useful for comparing group means for statis-
tical signiﬁcance [25].ation of speed limit credibility and compliance on UK roads, IATSS Re-
4 Y. Yao et al. / IATSS Research xxx (2019) xxxA linear regression [26] was used to investigate the relationship be-
tween perceived speed limit and proposed driving speed, deﬁned as
perceived speed limit to be an independent variable and proposed driv-
ing speed to be a dependent variable.
4. Data analysis
4.1. Variables coding
To investigate how the road layout and the roadside environment af-
fect the speed limit credibility and compliance, the data set distribution
needs to be tested ﬁrst. From the questionnaire, the road layout and the
roadside environment and the demographic characteristics are inde-
pendent variables; the average preferred speed and safe speed limit
are both dependent variables. As the proposed driving speed data is a
continuous variable, numerical measures of shape skewness can be
used to test for normality in Table 2. Skewness is a measure of distribu-
tion symmetry [22].
As a general rule of thumb from Cohen and Cohen [27]:
• If skewness is less than−1 or greater than 1, the distribution is highly
skewed.
• If skewness is between−1 and−0.5 or between 0.5 and 1, the distri-
bution is moderately skewed.
• If skewness is between−0.5 and 0.5, thedistribution is approximately
symmetric.
The results showed that the proposed driving speed data distribu-
tion for each road layout was moderately skewed (Table 2), which
were considered acceptable in order to prove normal univariate distri-
bution [24]. Larger sample sizes (100 sample) were adopted for such
motivations to be valid. Thus, a parametric test for proposed driving
speed data was adopted. A parametric test usually has more statistical
power than a non-parametric test [28]. The speed limit choice was se-
lected from a set, from 10 mph to 80 mph with an increment of
10 mph. The speed limit choice can be treated as a categorical variable.
4.2. Rural motorway speed and speed limit performance
The average preferred speed and safe speed limit for all rural motor-
way scenes are presented in Table 3. The standard deviation for preferred
speed illustrates the large differences between respondents. The 85th
percentile speed is also presented. The theory behind the 85th percentile
rule is that limits must be practical and enforced by engineering experts
[29]. Themeanproposed driving speedwas not signiﬁcant different from
70mph on 2-lanemotorway. Themean proposed driving speedwas sig-
niﬁcantly higher than the legal speed limit on the 3-lane motorway (t
(99) = 4.61, p b .001) and 4-lane motorway (t (99) = 6.72, p b .001).
In terms of speed limit, this research aims to ﬁnd a common choice of
speed limit, so the mode value was adopted as the most credible speed
limit. Mean and S.D. were excluded for testing speed limit credibility.
The group comparison shows that there exists inconsistency between
drivers' preferred safe speed limit and the choice of speed, which is
also different from the legal speed limit.Table 2
Choice of speed skewness test.
Skewness statistic
2-lane motorway 0.927
3-lane motorway 0.617
4-lane motorway 0.205
Urban motorway 0.517
Rural single carriageway with curve 0.372
Rural single carriageway without curve −0.139
Urban road with vulnerable road users (VRU) −0.311
Urban road with no vulnerable road users (non-VRU) −0.710
Please cite this article as: Y. Yao, O. Carsten and D. Hibberd, A close examin
search, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iatssr.2019.05.003To enable the value of proposed driving speed to be predicted from
speed limit choice, Figs. A.1 to A.3 in the appendix show a scaled scatter
diagram of the drivers' choice of speed limit and proposed speed on
rural motorways amongst 100 respondents. As with the scatter dia-
gram, box plots can be particularly useful for presenting the distribution
of the data. A linear regression establishes that the perceived safe speed
limit signiﬁcantly predicts the perceived choice of speed on 2-lane mo-
torway, F (1, 98) = 132.159, p b .01; on 3-lane motorway, F (1, 98) =
73.031, p b .01; and on 4-lane motorway, F (1, 98) = 63.87, p b .01.
The higher the speed limit drivers perceived, the higher speed they
tended to drive.
Comparing the results for the three types of ruralmotorway shown
in Table 3, the number of respondents choosing the 70 mph speed
limit as credible was 48% for the 2-lane motorway, 43% for the 3-
lane, and 47% for the 4-lane. Almost half the respondents chose
other speed limits (e.g. 50 mph, 60 mph or 80 mph) which indicated
that drivers did not have a common choice. 48% of respondents per-
ceived 70 mph to be credible on a 2-lane motorway, and the mean
speed on a 2-lane motorway was close to 70 mph and more
respondents were willing to comply with the speed limit. Fewer
drivers exceeding the speed limit and putting the mode speed limit
as 70 mph means the road can be considered self-explaining in that
condition. Thus, 70 mph on a 2-lane motorway was perceived as
more credible than on other types of motorway.
From the proposed driving speed result, the proportion of respon-
dents' speed choice below a 70 mph speed limit was 68% for the 2-
lane motorway, 48% for the 3-lane, and 46% for the 4-lane. The 2-lane
motorway had the highest degree of respondent compliance with the
speed limit. For the 3-lane and 4-lane rural motorways, more than
half of the respondents preferred to exceed the legal speed limit. Thus,
both speed limit perception and speed choice were affected by motor-
way road layout and roadside environment.4.3. Urban motorway speed and speed limit performance
The average preferred speed and safe speed limit for urban motor-
way scene are presented in Table 4. On the 2-lane urban motorway,
the mean speed was 48.7 mph (±11.0) and the 85th percentile
speed was 60 mph. The mode speed limit was 40 mph (42%). The
mean proposed driving speed was signiﬁcantly higher (8.7 mph)
than the legal speed limit (t (99) = 7.866, p b .001) and 90% exceeded
the speed limit.
To enable the value of proposed driving speed to be predicted
from speed limit choice, Fig. A.4 in the appendix show a scaled scat-
ter diagram of the drivers' choice of speed limit and proposed speed
on urban motorways amongst 100 respondents. As with the scatter
diagram, box plots can be particularly useful for presenting the dis-
tribution of the data. A linear regression established that perceived
safe speed limit can statistically signiﬁcantly predict perceived
choice of speed, F(1, 98) = 99.808, p b .01 and perceived safe speed
limit accounted for 50.5% of the explained variability in choice of
speed. The higher the speed limit drivers perceived, the higher
speed they tended to drive.
As shown in Table 4, both speed limit and speed choice were
higher than the legal speed limit. Although 40 mph was the mode
speed limit that 42% of the respondents considered credible, more
than half the drivers (62%) exceeded the 40 mph speed limit,
which indicates that drivers did not perceive 40 mph as appropriate
for the road layout and roadside environment. Urban motorways
usually have no hard shoulder, narrower lanes, walls alongside in-
stead of vegetation, and buildings outside the road. As such,
40 mph was regarded as too slow for the situation, as using a motor-
way is mainly a mobility function. Therefore, with a lower speed
limit credibility on the urban motorway, drivers' compliance with
the speed limit was quite low as well.ation of speed limit credibility and compliance on UK roads, IATSS Re-
Table 3
Mean and standard deviation of preferred speed and speed limit by road scene on rural motorways.
Description
of actual road
scene
Preferred choice of speed Perceived safe speed limit Legal
speed
limit (mph)
Mean (S.D)
(mph)
50th percentile
of speed –median
(mph)
85th percentile
of speed
(mph)
Number of drivers
exceeding legal speed
limit (percentage)
Mode (percentage)
(mph)
Number of drivers choosing speed
limit greater than legal speed limit
(percentage)
2-lane motorway 69.2 (10.3) 70 80 32 (32%) 70 (48%) 16 (16%) 70
3-lane motorway 74.5 (9.7) 73.5 80 52 (52%) 70 (43%) 43 (43%) 70
80 (43%)
4-lane motorway 75.4 (8.1) 75 85 54 (54%) 70 (47%) 44 (44%) 70
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The average preferred speed and safe speed limit for rural single
carriageway scenes are presented in Table 5. On the rural single car-
riageway curved road, the mean speed was 41.0 mph (±10.9) and
the 85th percentile speed was 50 mph. The mean proposed driving
speed was signiﬁcantly lower than the 60 mph legal speed limit on
the curved road (t (99) = −17.32, p b .001) and on the straight
road (t (99) = −11.00, p b .001). The mode speed limit was
40 mph (34%). The mean speed on the rural curved road was 7.1
mph lower than that on the straight rural road. Most respondents
perceived 40 mph to be the appropriate speed limit on the curve
rural road. Almost all the respondents intended to drive below the
60 mph speed limit.
To enable the value of proposed driving speed to be predicted
from speed limit choice, Figs. A.5 and A.6 in the appendix show a
scaled scatter diagram of the drivers' choice of speed limit and pro-
posed speed on rural single carriageways amongst 100 respondents.
As with the scatter diagram, box plots can be particularly useful for
presenting the distribution of the data. A linear regression estab-
lishes that perceived safe speed limit can statistically signiﬁcantly
predict perceived choice of speed, F(1, 98) = 380.697, p b .01 and
perceived safe speed limit accounts for 78.9% of the explained vari-
ability in choice of speed. The higher the speed limit drivers per-
ceived, the higher speed they tended to drive.
The speed limit choices varied from 20 mph to 80 mph on the two
roads. The number of respondents who chose the actual 60 mph
speed limit as safe speed limit in the presence and absence of the
curve was only 10% and 27%, respectively. On the curved road, 34% of
the respondents afﬁrmed that 40 mph was an appropriate safe speed
limit and 6% of the respondent chose 20 mph as the speed limit,
which showed that theymight perceived the rural road to have a higher
risk situation. On the straight road,more respondents perceived 60mph
as more appropriate than on the curved road. The presence or absence
of the curve was the main factor affecting speed limit credibility.
For the speed choice result, the proportion of respondents' driving
speed below the 60 mph speed limit in the presence and absence of
the curve was 98% and 89%, respectively. The main difference was that
drivers perceived driving an average 19 mph below the speed limit on
the curved road and drivers tended to drive an average 12 mph below
the speed limit on the straight road. The presence or absence of the
curve was the main factor affecting driving speed. Although there was
a high compliant level, 60mphwas apparently too high on the rural sin-
gle carriageway. Respondents preferred a lower speed limit on ruralTable 4
Mean and standard deviation of preferred speed and speed limit on urban motorway.
Description
of actual road
scene
Preferred Speed
Mean (S.D)
(mph)
50th percentile of
speed –median
(mph)
85th percentile
of speed
(mph)
Number of drive
exceeding legal
limit (percentag
Urban motorway 48.7 (11.0) 50 60 62 (62%)
Please cite this article as: Y. Yao, O. Carsten and D. Hibberd, A close examin
search, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iatssr.2019.05.003single carriageways. The lower speed limit setting needs to be explored
further.
4.5. Urban road speed and speed limit performance
The average preferred speed and safe speed limit for urban road
scenes are presented in Table 6. The proportion of respondents choosing
the legal speed limit of 30 mph as their speed limit choice for VRU pres-
ent and VRU absent was 56% and 70%, respectively. More respondents
perceived 30 mph would be credible on urban road without VRU. For
the proposed driving speed result, the mean speed for both urban
roads was lower than 30 mph. The mean proposed driving speed was
signiﬁcantly lower than the 30 mph legal speed limit on the urban
road with VRU (t (99) =−6.46, p b .001) and on the urban road with-
out VRU (t (99) =−3.94, p b .001). The mean proposed driving speed
on urban road with VRU was signiﬁcantly lower than that on urban
road without VRU (t (99)=−2.23, p b .001). Respondent were willing
to comply with 30 mph speed limit on both roads.
To enable the value of proposed driving speed to be predicted from
speed limit choice, Figs. A.7 and A.8 in the appendix show a scaled scat-
ter diagram of the drivers' choice of speed limit and proposed speed on
urban roads amongst 100 respondents. As with the scatter diagram, box
plots can be particularly useful for presenting the distribution of the
data. A linear regression establishes that perceived safe speed limit
can statistically signiﬁcantly predict perceived choice of speed, F(1,
98) = 71.116, p b .01 and perceived safe speed limit accounts for
42.1% of the explained variability in choice of speed. The higher the
speed limit drivers perceived, the higher speed they tended to drive.
The proportion of respondents' compliant with the 30 mph speed
limit with VRU present and VRU absent was 90% and 90%, respectively.
For the VRU present urban road scenario, although 40% of the respon-
dents perceived 20 mph to be a safe speed limit for drivers, cyclists
and pedestrians, not all were willing to drive within the 20 mph limit.
VRU involved on the road might bring risk feeling for speed and speed
limit perception. If more types of road users were present on the road,
the interaction between the motorists and the VRU would be compli-
cated and the number of potential conﬂicts would be greater.
4.6. The effect of demographic characteristics on speed limit and speed
choice
A conclusion needs to be drawn regarding the effects of gender, age,
driving experience and having speed ticket on drivers' speed and speed
limit perception. In the current study, the age groups used for thePerceived safe speed limit Legal
speed
limit (mph)
rs
speed
e)
Mode (percentage)
(mph)
Number of drivers choosing a speed
limit greater than the legal speed limit
(percentage)
40(42%) 48(48%) 40
ation of speed limit credibility and compliance on UK roads, IATSS Re-
Table 5
Mean and standard deviation of preferred speed and speed limit on rural roads.
Description
of actual
road scene
Preferred choice of speed Perceived safe speed limit Legal
speed
limit
(mph)
Mean
(S.D)
(mph)
50th percentile
of speed –median
(mph)
85th percentile
of speed (mph)
Number of drivers
exceeding legal
speed limit
(percentage)
Mode
(percentage)
(mph)
Number of drivers choosing
speed limit greater than legal
speed limit (percentage)
Rural road,
presence
of curve
41.0
(10.9)
40 50 2(2%) 40(34%) 1(1%) 60
Rural road, absence
of curve
48.1
(10.8)
50 60 7(7%) 50(30%) 3(3%) 60
6 Y. Yao et al. / IATSS Research xxx (2019) xxxanalysis are 17–25 for youngdrivers, 26–55 formiddle-aged drivers and
56+ for older drivers. Thosewith driving experience of less than 3 years
are deﬁned as novice drivers while those with driving experience
greater than 3 years are deﬁned as well-experienced drivers. Well-
experienced drivers are more aware of potential risk and more able to
adapt their speed to the environment to avoid danger. For receiving
speeding tickets, drivers are divided into two groups, those with no
speeding tickets and thosewith speeding tickets. Due to gender, driving
experience and having speed ticket has two variables respectively, inde-
pendent two sample t-test was used to test the difference between two
means in terms of the perception on speed limit choice and speed
choice. Due to age group has three variables, one-way ANOVA was
used to compare means of three samples. After performing the F-test,
it is useful to carry out “post-hoc” analysis of the group means.4.6.1. Perceived safe speed limit
In terms of perceived safe speed limit, independent two sample t-
test was used to test whether subgroups (gender, driving experience
and speeding ticket) were signiﬁcantly different from each other. For
gender group, on rural motorways, the perceived safe speed limit of
male drivers (Mean=68.46)were signiﬁcantly higher than those of fe-
male drivers (Mean= 65.625) on the 2-lane rural motorway (t (98)=
1.69, p b .05). The perceived safe speed limit of male drivers (Mean =
74.04) were signiﬁcantly higher than those of female drivers (Mean
= 71.04) on the 3-lane rural motorway (t (98) = 1.96, p b .05). There
exists no signiﬁcant difference for perceived safe speed limit across gen-
der groups on the 4-lane rural motorway, urban motorway, rural single
carriageway with a curve, rural single carriageway without a curve,
urban road with VRU and urban road without VRU. For driving experi-
ence group, the perceived safe speed limit of well-experienced drivers
(Mean=44.75)were signiﬁcantly lower than those of less experienced
drivers (Mean=49.50) on the urbanmotorway (t (98)=1.95, p b .05).
For speeding ticket group, the perceived safe speed limit of having
speeding ticket group were signiﬁcantly higher than those of without
speeding ticket group on the 2-lane rural motorway (t (98) = 1.68, p
b .05), 3-lane rural motorway (t (98) = 1.99, p b .05), 4-lane rural mo-
torway (t (98) = 1.92, p b .05), and rural single carriageway straight
road (t (98) = 2.09, p b .05). One-way analysis of variance (one-way
ANOVA) can be used to compare perception of speed limit for three
age groups on different road and roadside environment. On the rural
motorway, three age groups showed a different perception of speedTable 6
Mean and standard deviation of preferred speed and speed limit on urban roads.
Description of
actual road scene
Preferred choice of speed
Mean
(S.D)
(mph)
50th percentile of
speed –median
(mph)
85th percentile
of speed (mph)
Num
exce
spee
limi
Urban road, presence of VRU 26.4 (5.6) 29 30 10 (
Urban road, absence of VRU 28.0 (5.0) 30 30 10 (
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search, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iatssr.2019.05.003limit on the 3-lane rural motorway (F (2, 97) = 4.57, p b .05). A
Tukey post hoc test revealed that 17–25 group have statistically signiﬁ-
cantly lower perception of speed limit than 26–55 group (p b .05) on 3-
lane rural motorway. In addition, three age groups showed a different
perception of speed limit on the 4-lane rural motorway (F (2, 97) =
3.18, p b .05). However, a Tukey post hoc test revealed that there was
no statistically signiﬁcant difference between age groups on 4-lane
rural motorway. There exists no signiﬁcant difference for perceived
safe speed limit across age groups on other roads.4.6.2. Preferred driving speed
In terms of preferred driving speed, independent two sample t-test
was used to test whether subgroups (gender, driving experience and
speeding ticket) were signiﬁcantly different from each other. On rural
motorways, the preferred speeds of male drivers (Mean = 71.62)
were signiﬁcantly higher than those of female drivers (Mean = 66.48)
on the 2-lane rural motorway (t (98) = 2.57, p b .01). The preferred
speeds of male drivers (Mean = 76.19) were signiﬁcantly higher than
those of female drivers (Mean = 72.60) on the 3-lane rural motorway
(t (98) = 1.87, p b .05). The preferred speeds of male drivers (Mean
= 76.90) were signiﬁcantly higher than those of female drivers (Mean
= 73.85) on the 4-lane rural motorway (t (98) = 1.91, p b .05). There
exists no signiﬁcant difference for preferred driving speed across gender
groups on the urban motorway, rural single carriageway with a curve,
rural single carriageway without a curve, urban road with VRU and
urban road without VRU. The female group had a more conservative
preferred speed on the rural motorway. For the driving experience
group, there exists no signiﬁcant difference for preferred driving
speed across driving experience groups on all of the roads. For speeding
ticket group, the preferred speeds of with speeding ticket group were
signiﬁcantly higher than those of without speeding ticket group on
the 2-lane rural motorway (t (98) = 2.83, p b .01), 3-lane rural motor-
way (t (98) = 1.71, p b .05). One-way analysis of variance (one-way
ANOVA) can be used to compare preferred driving speed of three age
groups for different road and roadside environment. On the urban
roads, three age groups showed a different perception of speed in the
presence of VRU (F (2, 97) = 3.20, p b .05) and absence of VRU (F (2,
97) = 3.17, p b .05). However, a Tukey post hoc test revealed that
there was no statistically signiﬁcant difference between age groups on
urban roads. There exists no signiﬁcant difference for preferred driving
speed across age groups on other roads.Perceived safe speed limit Legal
speed
limit
(mph)
ber of drivers
eding legal
d
t (percentage)
Mode
(percentage)
(mph)
Number of drivers choosing
speed limit
greater than the legal speed
limit (percentage)
10%) 30 (56%) 3 (3%) 30
10%) 30 (70%) 4 (4%) 30
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5.1. The effect of road and roadside environment
The results of the study show that ruralmotorwaywas themost self-
explaining road based on more uniform driving speed than other road
types. This result is in accordance with the result that motorways
were an excellent example of SER, which did not need any further ex-
planation or learningprocess to knowwhat itmeans andwhat to expect
[30,31]. For the rural motorway, with a speed limit of 70mph, the num-
ber of lanes was an important factor affecting speed limit credibility and
speed choice. The result is in accordance with Fildes and Lee [32] that
the number of lanes affects speed choice. For the 2-lanemotorway, driv-
ing speedwas closer to the legal speed limit, while for the 3-lane and 4-
lane motorways, drivers preferred to drive 4–5 mph faster than the
speed limit. Motorists who exceeded the speed limit may have consid-
ered themselves to be safe on a 3-lane or 4-lanemotorway and assessed
their driving skills favourably compared to other drivers. This might be
because drivers tend to accept more risk in familiar situations [5,33]. As
the pictures all showed roads in goodweather conditionswith low traf-
ﬁc ﬂow, this may have led respondents to report relatively higher speed
preferences. Reasons the drivers complied with speed limits include,
their subjective risk is higher than others or they may not be willing
to break the law so keep within a margin above the speed limit. The
2-lane rural motorway had more common choices of speed and speed
limit, meaning the 70 mph speed limit on the 2-lane motorway was
more credible than on other types of motorways.
The urban motorway, with a 40 mph speed limit, showed a differ-
ence in road layout from the rural motorways. Although 40 mph is a
safe speed limit, the proposed driving speed results show 40 mph to
be too slow on the urban motorway for the situation as motorways un-
dertake themobility function themost. The urbanmotorway is not self-
explaining. In addition, since there is no protection infrastructure
protecting drivers if a vehicle loses control, the risk perceptions for
urban motorways might be higher than other types of road.
For the rural single carriageway with a 60 mph speed limit, curve
presence or absence is a factor affecting speed limit credibility and com-
pliance. The preferred speed in the presence and absence of a curve was
much less than 60 mph. For the rural road, the perceived safe speed
limit ranged from20mph to 80mph, which causesmore overtaking be-
haviour in a real trafﬁc situation. The more homogeneous the speed on
rural single carriageways, the safer drivers are [34]. The reason for the
speed limit not being credible might be because the lane width is rela-
tively narrow and other vehicles are present ahead. The respondents
were aware of the risk posed by the presence of the curve, as the chosen
speed and speed limit were lower on the rural road. Thus, 60mph is not
credible on either the straight road or the curved road, which justiﬁes
personal risk being higher on a narrow road and a sharp curve.
On the urban road, the presence of vulnerable road users (VRU) was
a key issue that affected speed limit credibility and compliance, with
30mph in the absence of VRU beingmore credible than in the presence
of VRU. In urban areas, various types of vehicle use the same roads. This
leads to high potential risks, especially for non-motorised or vulnerable
road users. Separation of road-user types is oneway to substantially im-
prove safety [35]. Vulnerable road users present on the road need to be
taken into consideration and have an impact on drivers' awareness. In
residential zones and school zones, a more credible speed limit inte-
grated with trafﬁc calming would be necessary. Another way is
20 mph zones which signiﬁcantly decreased the risk of being injured
in a collision. Their greater use would reduce the number of trafﬁc inju-
ries in the UK. Research also shows that, according to a survey, the over-
whelming majority of the public want to see a 20 mph speed limit
introduced in built-up areas, including around schools and town centres
[36]. The Go 20 campaign proposes changing the default speed limit
across areas to make the most cost-effective strides towards 20 mph
limits in villages, towns and cities [37]. In addition, vehicles' situationsPlease cite this article as: Y. Yao, O. Carsten and D. Hibberd, A close examin
search, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iatssr.2019.05.003differ from each other, especially on urban roads. Driving behaviour,
such as accelerating, decelerating, car following, overtaking, turning
and slow driving can all be observed on urban roads. Due to driving be-
haviours beingmore complex on urban roads than other types of roads,
more types of crashes occur. The degree to which people feel safe is re-
lated to the separation of types of trafﬁc and the share of heavy trafﬁc
[38].
5.2. The effect of demographic characteristics
A large difference is shown between demographic groups with
regards to preferred speed and speed limit. The differences appear to
be related to gender, age, driving experience and having speeding
tickets on speciﬁc roads. With regards to the proposed speed limit,
there are differences within groups for speciﬁc road scenes. Male
group prefer a higher speed limit than females. Middle-aged group pre-
fer a higher speed limit than other age groups. Having speeding ticket
group prefer a higher speed limit than no speeding ticket group. There
are some preferred speed limits in common, such as on 2-lane motor-
way, urbanmotorway and urban roads. In terms of the proposed driving
speed, males and females differ in their judgement of driving speed.
Male group prefer a higher driving speed than females on motorways.
This ﬁnding is consistent with McKenna et al. [39] that males drive
faster than females, although gender differences in preferred speed
may have decreased over time [40]. Drivers' personality traits, such as
risk-taking attitude, are related to risky driving behaviour, especially
amongst young drivers [41,42]. For example, young-aged group pro-
posed a higher driving speed than middle-aged and old groups on
urban motorway, which indicated they might neglect the risk or prefer
risk-taking behaviour.
5.3. The relationship between safe speed limit and proposed driving speed
Speed limit credibility is different to compliance with speed limit.
Satisfaction with the speed limit does not mean that one obeys it. Re-
spondents may perceive a lower speed limit as credible, but still choose
a higher speed. For example, respondents perceived a 40 mph legal
speed limit as credible on urban motorway but exceeding the speed
limit substantially. Drivers' compliance level is highly uncertain due to
the trafﬁc situation, personal traits, road environment, vehicle dynamics
etc. Drivers' lack of compliancewith the speed limit might be due to the
speed limit not being credible. Conversely, drivers' compliance with
speed limit may not mean they perceive the speed limit as credible.
They may be restricted by trafﬁc laws and obeyed the rules.
There was a positive relationship between the perceived safe speed
limit and the perceived speed when judged by drivers in a given road
situation. The difference between preferred speed choice and safe
speed limit shows how compliant motorists are with the speed limit.
The safe speed limit and proposed driving speed results showed that
motorists' perceptions of speed limit credibility affect their compliance
with the speed limit; the more credible the speed limit, the more com-
pliant they are.
5.4. Credible speed limit as a measure to support speed limit enforcement
Speed limit enforcement was adopted by local authorities to im-
prove driver compliance with speed limit. Roadside speed camera,
radar guns and automated in-vehicle systems have been used as
speed enforcement methods around the world. Speed enforcement
can also be supported by other measures such as credible speed limits
and publicity. Credible speed limit research provides evidence that
local highway agencies can use to achieve better speed management,
mainly by changing guidance on speed limit setting to match road lay-
outs and roadside environments. If the current speed limit was too
high, the speed limit can be adapted according to the drivers' proposed
driving speed. A lower speed limit canmeet the requirement of the Safeation of speed limit credibility and compliance on UK roads, IATSS Re-
8 Y. Yao et al. / IATSS Research xxx (2019) xxxSystem by preventing serious or fatal injuries through effective speed
management. Improving the credibility of the speed limit can improve
road safety in the long run. Credible speed limit integrated with effec-
tive speed enforcement may work well on the roads for better speed
compliance. Speed limit compliance will bring greater beneﬁt to road
safety.5.5. Limitations with the study
With a response rate of only 10%, the questionnaire sample size was
100. The possible negative implication was that the respondents who
were not in a rush participated in this study. Prospective respondents
can be approached during different times of a day. A monetary reward
can be provided to encourage the participants. The incentives motivate
potential respondents to participate in the study optimally. In addition,
as the number of subgroups was limited, the interactions between age
and gender or driving experience and gender in terms of speed choice
and speed limit choice were not taken into consideration. Drivers' per-
sonality traits were not evaluated in this study due to time limited.Fig. A.1. Proposed speed limit and drivin
Please cite this article as: Y. Yao, O. Carsten and D. Hibberd, A close examin
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This study has examined whether the current speed limit is credi-
ble or not on various UK roads in a given road layout and the roadside
environment. A speed limit of 70 mph was credible on 2-lane rural
motorways and a speed limit of 30 mph was credible on urban
roads. A speed limit of 40 mph was too low on an urban motorway.
A speed limit of 60 mph was too high on a rural single carriageway
with curve. The mode value of the proposed safe speed limit is
adopted as the most credible speed limit. The higher the speed limit
drivers perceived, the higher speed they intended to drive. It is possi-
ble to determine a limit that is more credible for most motorists in a
given road environment. Speed limit credibility need to be tested in
further studies, measured by better matching the limit to certain char-
acteristics of the road layout and the roadside environment to im-
prove the credibility of the speed limit. In order to improve drivers'
compliance, educational measures designed for speeding drivers
focus on aspects of their risk perception and risk tolerance. Drivers'
understanding of safe speed can be achieved by both road engineer
and education.Appendix A. Appendixg speed proﬁle on 2-lane motorway.
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